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Abstract
Thus far, in most of the user experiments conducted in the area of recommender systems, the respective
system is considered as an isolated component, i.e., participants can only interact with the recommender
that is under investigation. This fails to recognize the situation of users in real-world settings, where the
recommender usually represents only one part of a greater system, with many other options for users to
find suitable items than using the mechanisms that are part of the recommender, e.g., liking, rating, or
critiquing. For example, in current web applications, users can often choose from a wide range of decision
aids, from text-based search over faceted filtering to intelligent conversational agents. This variety of
methods, which may equally support users in their decision making, raises the question of whether the
current practice in recommender evaluation is sufficient to fully capture the user experience. In this
position paper, we discuss the need to take a broader perspective in future evaluations of recommender
systems, and raise awareness for evaluation methods which we think may help to achieve this goal, but
have not yet gained the attention they deserve.
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1. Problem statement

Over the last few years, user-centered evaluation of recommender systems has become more
and more accepted in the research community [1]. However, it has thus far mostly been ignored,
that in real-world settings, recommender systems alone are not everything: Indeed, it is widely
accepted that recommendations are responsible for a large amount of the products bought on
Amazon or the content watched on Netflix [2, 3], but there exists a broad range of other methods
to help users in making a decision when confronted with an overwhelmingly large item space.
These decision aids, however, are studied and developed mostly independently of recommender
systems, e.g., text-based search and faceted filtering in the field of information retrieval [4, 5],
dialog-based assistants and intelligent chatbots by the conversational user interfaces community
[6, 7]. This is mirrored in commercial environments, where one can rarely observe that users
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are supported in a holistic fashion: Even if multiple decision aids are available, they are often
isolated, i.e., the input provided to one component hardly affects the results generated by
another. For instance, when a user constrains the set of items by selecting several filter criteria,
a recommender that is part of the same system will not necessarily reflect this selection in
the generated recommendations, but only take the user’s implicit or explicit item feedback
into account (and vice versa). Similarly, the interaction with a chatbot will usually start from
nothing, ignoring any other interests or needs that have been expressed before.

This separation is difficult to understand in light of the fact that it is well known that different
decision aids contribute differently to the user’s progress in accomplishing typical choice
and decision-making tasks [8, 9]. Recent studies on systems that provide multiple support
components have confirmed that users use different mechanisms before settling on an item,
and that this is (partly) due to personal and situational characteristics [10, 11, 12, 13]. For
these reasons, there have, of course, been several calls over the years to bring the methods and
their fields closer together [14, 15, 16, 17]. These calls, however, have largely been focused on
methodological aspects, whereas it should not be overseen, that this narrow perspective is also
reflected in the evaluation of the methods—regardless of whether they are tightly integrated
with other decision aids, or appear in a decoupled fashion, as it is currently common.

The work presented in [18] is one of the few exceptions from information retrieval research
that argues for a more holistic evaluation approach, in particular, “to think outside the (search)
box.” In general, however, this aspect has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet received
much attention, neither in the area of information retrieval, nor conversational user interfaces,
nor recommender systems [cf. 19, 20, 1, 21]. This means that whenever user experience of
recommender systems is studied in empirical experiments, participants can typically only
interact with the recommendation component, i.e., the subject of the evaluation, which is
often designed specifically for the purpose of the study, especially in academia. Switching to
a different method, which participants may find more appealing depending on their personal
preferences and progress in the decision-making process, is, however, not possible. Hence, there
is a lack of data to indicate which method works best for which user. As a consequence, we
argue that it is necessary for all kinds of decision aids “to think outside the box.”

In the following, as another motivating example, we present qualitative feedback from
a user experiment on multiple decision aids that we recently conducted. Afterwards, we
provide an overview of methods that may help to apply a broader perspective when evaluating
recommender systems, and thus, to obtain a more accurate picture of real-world scenarios, in
which these systems usually represent only one out of many available decision aids.

2. Motivating example and potential future directions

Because of the reasons described above, we argue that a broader perspective is required when
evaluating recommender systems. Otherwise, there is the danger of continuing to follow certain
paths in the development of interactive and conversational recommendation approaches (cf. the
surveys in [22, 23]), without knowing whether these approaches are really what users want.
To highlight that this is an issue already, we refer to a recent experiment, in which we asked
participants (𝑛=100, 47 females, 2 non-binary, age: M=35.36, SD=12.60) to use different



decision aids. For this purpose, we confronted them with one of two tasks, either related to
a goal-driven or an explorative scenario. In both scenarios, participants had to find at least
two suitable laptops. To accomplish the respective task, they were allowed to choose (and to
switch) between: a faceted filtering component, a content-based recommender with the option
to like and dislike items, a product advisor with a dialog showing a limited number of guiding
questions, and a natural language chatbot implemented using Google Dialogflow.

2.1. Qualitative insights from an experiment with multiple decision aids

While the study is described in more detail in [13], we here want to provide additional comments
made by participants when they were asked why they did not use one of the components. For
example, this was the case because they were reluctant to use chatbots. One participant stated:
“I generally do not like interacting with chatbots. I feel whatever input I give to select a product,
I might as well use a filter component.” In contrast to the increasing popularity of conversational
agents for recommendation purposes, another participant indicated that he or she uses chatbots
only when there is “a problem with the product or a payment issue, [but that a] chatbot is
not required [for] browsing.” Others were even more direct in their criticism, writing: “I hate
chatbots. I feel I spend a lot of time typing, and I hate the fake cheeriness of them,” or that they
turn “something really simple like searching for a new laptop into a dark comedy.”

Other participants cited personal characteristics as reasons for their concerns, such as domain
knowledge (“I assume the chatbot would be more useful for someone who does not know what
to look for.”) or need for control (“I prefer doing things myself, I can chat to the bot when I cannot
seem to find what I am looking for using other [. . . ] options.”) For the other options, however,
we obtained similar feedback. For example, with respect to the advisor, one participant stated
that he or she “should have tried this component, but [likes] to shop for these products using
filters.” Although it was clearly an academic study, another participant refrained from using
the recommender because he or she suspected “that this component uses sponsored companies
which pay money to have their products included in the recommendation section.” Also in this
case, others were generally reluctant, writing: “I never use recommendations as they are never
in line with what I need. It may be the bestseller for the store in question, but not for my needs.”
Domain knowledge again played a role, notably in both directions, with participants stating to
be “knowledgeable enough [that they] do not need recommendations,” but also that they “do
not know enough about computers to give a thumbs up or thumbs down.” A lack of knowledge
was also a major reason to stay away from faceted filtering, of which participants “thought you
need technical understanding of laptops,” or mentioned that they “often feel overwhelmed using
filters, and generally do not know where to start in regard to buying laptops.”

All these comments suggest that users often have an idea of which decision aid to use.
However, this is not necessarily the one that is offered by a system—or is the subject of the
experiment they participate in. For a holistic user-centered evaluation, this means, that the
perspective is too narrow, as only the user experience with the specific recommender for a
given task is addressed, ignoring the interdependencies with other methods that may exist, and
may be more suitable depending on the current circumstances. Some participants explicitly
indicated that they would like to “specify certain filters and let the recommendations pick only
from the result set of the filters,” or to “combine components [so that] the advisor/chatbot works



within the result set created by the must-have filters.” However, this is exactly what participants
usually cannot do, since most experiments are strongly focused on individual decision aids. To
evaluate recommender systems from a broader perspective, we therefore suggest to improve
the current practice by applying the following evaluation methods, which, to date, are used
only for single methods, or not at all.

2.2. Offline experiments and simulation studies: Richer data, entire systems

Offline experiments are well established in recommender research [24]. However, they are
increasingly criticized as they do not allow obtaining insights into the quality dimensions
that are relevant from a user perspective [1, 25, 26]. Nevertheless, with the large datasets that
are available today (e.g., MovieLens, Netflix, Amazon), they remain essential to make objective
decisions whether or not to use a specific recommendation method. However, most datasets
are limited to implicit or explicit user-item feedback. Even though they represent different
domains, contain a varying amount of side information, and are nowadays often available
in sequential form, this limits what can be concluded from the corresponding experiments,
i.e., which algorithm generates better item recommendations. Therefore, we argue that future
offline experiments should be conducted based on richer datasets, which include data from
all components of a system, such as both user-item feedback and search queries issued. Thus,
provided adequate metrics are found, one could also determine which decision aids work best
for individual users and keep them longer engaged. More generally, one could examine system
support above the item level, e.g., with respect to the objective quality of recommendations for
item features, or even of recommendations for switching to other decision aids.

The same applies to simulation studies, which have only recently gained more attention in
recommender research [27]. By simulating typical user behavior, e.g., with respect to critiquing
mechanisms [28] or interaction with items over time [29], this type of experiment has shown
strong potential in economic terms. With multiple decision aids, and thus, a larger design
space, this will become even more important, also on a global level, e.g., to study long-term user
behavior with respect to the question of when a recommender is used, or another component is
perceived as more suitable and may contribute more to the user’s progress. In addition, domain
and other factors such as product type (search vs. experience), product category (cheap streaming
content vs. expensive high-risk products), and the given task (goal-oriented or explorative) may
affect which method works best. Thus, simulation studies may be the only way to investigate
how preferences evolve over time when using different decision aids, and to understand which
interaction effects can occur between a recommender and other components—something that
would never be possible with actual users.

2.3. User-centered evaluation: Multiple decision aids, insightful methods

Well-known qualitative methods from human-computer interaction research, which are fre-
quently used at the beginning of user-centered design processes, e.g., focus groups, interviews,
or contextual inquiries [cf. 30], are rarely used in the area of recommender systems. We argue,
however, that these techniques could be useful for obtaining insights into users’ actual needs
with respect to the interaction with such a system, in particular, when it comes to the relation to



other decision aids. In this context, it is worth noting that it has been found only recently, that
users’ mental models do not necessarily correspond to the implementations of recommender
systems, and are subject to large inter-individual differences [31]. However, identifying the
understanding users have of the system behavior is considered highly important for evaluating
the impact of a recommender and improving it [32]. Accordingly, to better inform the design
of applications that embed multiple support components, it will be inevitable to explore these
models in more depth, in particular, with a focus on the users’ comprehension of possible
interactions between the components—by means of both qualitative methods such as grounded
theory [33] and quantitative approaches such as proposed in [34].

Once a (prototypical) recommender is implemented, questionnaire-based assessment is the
most common way of measuring the different qualities related to user experience. For this
purpose, well-established frameworks and questionnaires exist [e.g., 35, 36, 37], which, however,
are strongly focused on dimensions that are specific to recommender systems. On the other hand,
general usability questionnaires, e.g., SUS [38] and UEQ [39], are too broad to draw conclusions
about the suitability of this or other decision aids for preferential choice and decision-making
tasks. Therefore, existing instruments need to be extended in order to allow for a more global,
subjective assessment of recommendation components—in the context of the applications in
which they are embedded, and thus, of the interplay with other methods. Otherwise, it will be
hardly possible to gain insights into why users prefer a specific method to perform a certain task,
and, more generally, whether they would use more strongly connected decision aids, or dislike
this idea, e.g., because they expect higher complexity or have increasing privacy concerns.

Finally, we would like to highlight two further aspects that do not receive much attention
in current recommender research: in-situ and long-term evaluation. The former is important,
among others, because questionnaires suffer from the problem that they typically require self
reflection disconnected from actual system usage, and, worse, often from consumption or
experience of the items, which has shown to influence the assessment of recommendations [40].
Therefore, we deem it necessary to develop methods for a quantitative in-situ assessment of the
users’ motivation to use different components, e.g., via questionnaires directly embedded into
the respective applications, as it has been done to study the reasons to switch between search
engines [41] or selected decision aids [13]. This, however, may need to be complemented by
qualitative methods, such as the think aloud procedure, systematic user observation, or shadowing—
techniques that are generally popular but have also rarely been applied in recommender research.
Moreover, eye tracking may be considered as a useful alternative. Being less disruptive, it
has become more popular in recent years, e.g., in studies on recommender interfaces and
recommendation presentation [42, 43], critiquing [44, 45], and effects of personal characteristics
[46]. However, also in these cases, participants’ behavior was observed only in relation to the
recommendation component, largely ignoring its surroundings. Either way, following these
directions will not be sufficient to understand how users interact with these surroundings over
a longer period of time. Therefore, while repeated study designs, longitudinal studies, and field
studies are still rare in recommender research, with only very few exceptions [e.g., 47, 48],
these methods appear to be of particular importance when taking a broader perspective: Goals
and tasks may vary over time, which can have a substantial impact on the usage of different
components. Thus, experimental data that represent long-term user behavior only with respect
to a single decision aid may distort the picture, since other components may be perceived as



more appropriate in other contexts or stages of the decision-making process.

3. Conclusions

Overall, it seems important for future research in the recommender area, but also for other
communities, to face the challenge of evaluating the respective methods in a context that is
more similar to real-world settings, where decision aids rarely stand on their own. In this
position paper, we explained why we think this way, and outlined how this challenge may be
addressed. By this means, we hope to raise awareness that contemporary decision aids not only
need to be brought together from a methodological perspective, but that a broader perspective
is required when evaluating the methods. Of course, this may open up new issues. For instance,
the more holistic the evaluation, the higher effort and costs for running an experiment, which
are factors that already limit many studies in academia. Moreover, the difficulty of designing an
experiment and analyzing its results, but also, the number of application-specific parameters
and possible confounding factors, increase with the consideration of more than one decision aid.
For these reasons, it will remain important to keep in mind the specific circumstances in which
most experiments take place, and not to think that a broader perspective in the evaluation of
the methods automatically allows more general conclusions to be drawn.

Nevertheless, we are certain that “thinking outside the (recommendations) box” will help
gain a better understanding not only of the degree to which a recommender can satisfy a
user in a given situation, but, in particular, of how the interplay with other decision aids can
affect the assessment of the system. In the end, this may shift the focus away from further
improving decision aids that are less effective or users do not want to use for specific tasks,
to those that exhibit the greatest potential for providing support at the respective stage of the
decision-making process. For now, however, we hope to encourage at least a discussion about
using the mentioned evaluation methods more extensively to gain more in-depth insights into
the users’ understanding of and preference for recommendation components in relation to other
decision aids. Of course, other methods may equally well be used, but we leave it for future
work to provide more concrete suggestions on which methods to use and in which order.
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